A Moving Experience!

Experience one of the following unique opportunities...

Be adventurous and drive our Italian-designed Chrysler Turbine Car on the Museum grounds, the same car Jay Leno sat in and wanted to buy—experience why! (This exclusive opportunity is only available to two guests per year.)

$1,800.00

I know it sounds cliche, but driving the Chrysler Turbine car was truly a once-in-a-lifetime experience. The feel, sound and even the smell is like nothing else. Combine that with the incredible history of this vehicle and the story behind the restoration make this unique. With only 2-3 left in the world, I've joined a small club!

—HARRY JAMES

1944 Club – Lifetime Museum Membership

Members of this exclusive club make a one-time donation of $1,500.00 to The National Museum of Transportation for a lifetime Museum membership. Twenty memberships available annually. Club members and their children and grandchildren get a behind the scenes visit as the magic of the holiday train display preparations are underway. And, of course, unlimited miniature train rides, Creation Station visits, and member gift shop discounts.

$1,500.00

Take a ride on the Alco MRS-1, our unique U.S. Army B-2069 locomotive, with multi-gauge trucks that can ride on almost any track in the world!

$350.00

Be a motorman for the day on a restored historic trolley. Two-hour experience behind the controls with a trained motorman.

$350.00

Enjoy a two-hour lunch in the Silver Spoon Dining Car with nine of your closest friends. April, May, September, or October. Catering is additional

$300.00

Exclusive behind-the-scenes tour of our offsite artifact storage facility that houses rarely seen transportation gems.

Two-hour experience.

$250.00

Shaken, Not Stirred. Vintage Cocktail Demonstration.

What were they drinking in the 1940s and ‘50s? Enjoy a vintage cocktail and hors d’oeuvres demonstration in the Silver Spoon Dining Car and surrounding platform. Second Thursday in May and September.

$65 per person

Photo Night at the Museum.

Taking photos at the Museum as the sun sets is beautiful. This is the perfect opportunity for photographers to get a snapshot in time at a different time of day. 4th Thursday in April.

$50 per person


Having a 1950s party or celebrating a 40th class reunion? Spice up your invitation, family or company greeting card, staged in one of our vintage artifacts. Photographer participants responsibility.

$200 per hour photo session

Behind-the-scenes Museum tour with our knowledgeable Curator—have your questions ready and ask away! 90-minute tour.

$100.00

EXPERIENCES MAKE GREAT GIFTS!

All experiences must be scheduled in advance. For more information, or to book a date and time, please email us at museum@tnmot.org or book online at tnmot.org

Participants must be 18 or older. Revenue from all experiences directly benefits educational programming at The National Museum of Transportation. All experiences will occur on a mutually agreed upon date and time.

The National Museum of Transportation is a private 501(c)(3) organization relying on the generous financial support of our community to continue preserving the past for future generations.
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